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On Quasi orthogonal Bernstein Jordan 
algebras.* 

A. Fuenzalida, A. Labra and C. Mallo! 

Abstract. 
Bernstein algebras were introduced by P.Holgate in [1] 

to deal with the problem of populations which are in equi
librium after the second generation. In 13] we work with 
Weak Bernst.ein Jordan algebras, i.e. a class of commuta
tive algebras with idempotent element and defined by rela
tions. In [3 1 section 4] we prove that if A = K e ffi U ffi V 
is the Pierce decomposition of A relative to the idempotent 
e, tben the situations U3 = {O} and U2(UV) = {O} are 
independents of the different Pierce decompositions of A, 
then they are invariants of A. 

We say that A is orthogonal if U3 = {O} and quasi
orthogonal if u2(UV) = {O}. The orthogonality case was 
treated in [2J. 

In this paper we prove-ihat every Bernstein-Jordan alge
bra of dimension less than 11 is quasi-orthogonal. Moreover 
we prove that there exists only one non quasi-orthogonal 
Bernstein-Jordan algebra of dimension 11. 

1 Preliminaries 

In what follows K denotes an infinite field of characteristic different from 2 and A 
a finite dimensional, commutative, not necessarily assodative algebra over K. 

lf w: A - K is a non zero a1gebra homomorphism, then the ordered pair (A, w) 
is called a baric algebra and w the weight function of A. A Bernstein algebra is a 
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baric algebra (A, w) such that (x2) 2 = w(x)2x2 for every x E A. 
A is a Jordan algebra if the identity x2 (yx) = (x2y)x holds in A. 
It is known {see [41) tbat if (A, w) is a baric algebra then A is a Bernstein anda 

Jordan algebra if and only if the identity x3 = w(x)x2 holds in A. Moreover every 
Bernstein-Jordan aJgebra is a Weak Bernstein Jordan algebra and in (3] we prove 
that if A = K e $ U $ V, is the Pierce decomposition of a Weak Bernstein Jordan 
algebra A relative to the idempotent e, then Cfl ~V, UV i;:; U and V2 ~ Ke. In 
the case V2 .¡. {O}, the concepts of orthogonality and quasi-orthogonality are the 
same and in the case V2 = {0} 1 A is a Bernstein-Jordan algebra. Moreover since 
U2 s; V and V 2 = {O} the following relations are satisfied (see l3J, Corollary 3.3 
and Proposition 3.5) For every x E U E9 V 

x3 =0 

For every u,u' E U,v E V and v' E U2 

{uu')v=O 

u(u'v) + u'{uv) =O 

v{uv') + v'(uv) =O 

v'(uv') =O 

v(uv) =O 

(uv')2 = O 

(uv)2 =O 

(uv)(uv') =O 

By linearizing relation(l) we have for every x,y,z E U E9 V 

(xy)z + (yz)x + (zx)y =O 

2 Quasi-orthogonality 

The following result will be used in Theorem 2.2 

{!) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Proposition 2.1 Let A be a non quasi-orthogonal Bem.stein-Jordan algebra. 
Then there exist u, u 1 E U, v E V such that u2(u1v) '!-O. So, u2u 1 '!-O and 
{u, u¡} is a linearly independent subset of U . Moreover we can choose U¡ 

such that u?(uv) =/:-O. 

Proof: Since A is non quasi-orthogonal then there exist u¡ , ft2 , u3 E U , v E V such 
t bat ("'2u3)(u1v) f O. Then if uj(u¡v) =O= uj(u¡v) we have ("'2 + u,)3(u1v) f O. 
Thus in any case there exist u, u 1 E U, v E V such that u2(u111) =/:-O . . 

Relation (4) implies v(u2u 1) =/:- O and u2u 1 =/:-O. So {u, ui} is a linearly indepen
dent subset of U. 
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Moreover we can choose an element. u1 such tbat u1(uv) "#-O. la fact if ul{uv) = 
O Jet us consider the element u'= U¡ +u. Then u1 -::f:. O, because {u, u1} is a linearly 
independent subset. of U. Moreover u2(u1v) '#-O and by using relations (4), {3) and 
(10) we have uf.l(uv) = -u2(vut) -::f:. O. • 

EXAMPLE: Let A= Ke $U tB V, where U=< tJo 1 ••• ,u7 > and V=< 
va, ... , v4 > be a conunutative real algebra with multiplication table given by e2 = e, 
eU¡ = ~u;. u 2 = t.'2, UQU¡ = Vi, UQU3 = V4, uovo = u2, 'U(}V¡ = -~U4, UOV3 = U7, 

ttoV4 =-tus, u~= V3, U¡H-2 = -v4, UJ'Uo = U3, U¡V¡ = -fu1, U¡t.12 = U4, U¡V4 = ~U6, 
tl2V1 = -tus, U?:VJ = u6, UJVJ = -tut;, U3V:! =u:;, U4tJo = -u:¡, li?VO = -tJG, ali 
other products being zero. Then A is a baric algebra with weight homomorphism 
w: A __. K defined by w(e) = 1, w(u;) =O, w(v;) =O, i =O, ... , 7 and j =O, ... , 4. 
Moreover the identity x3 = w(x)x2 holds in A. Therefore A is a Bernstein-Jordan 
algebra. Finally u 2 (u 1vo) = 1>2UJ = Us -::f:. O. Thus A is non quasi-orthogoual. 

Theorem 2.2 Every Bernstein Jordan algebra of dimension less than 11 i.s 
quasi-orthogonal. 

Proof: By proposition 2.1, if A is non quasi-orthogonal, there exist. element.s 
u, u1 E U, v E V such that u -::f:. UJi u2u1 #-0, u2(u1v) -::f:. O, u~ -::f:. O and u1(uv)-::f:. O. 

Moreover {u.u1, uv, u1v, u 2u 1, u2 (u 1v)} is a linearly independent subset of U. In 
fact if (*) au + f3u 1 + ')'uv + óu1v + 77u2u 1 + 8u2(u1v) = O, then multiplying by u 
and by using relations (10), (3) and (1) we have 

au2 + f3uu 1 + ó(u 1v)u =O (11) 

Multiplying (11) by u and by using V 2 = {O} and relations (1) and (10) we 
ha ve 

(12) 

Now multiplying (*)by v and after that by u2 and using relations (4), {10) and 
(1) we have {lu2 (u¡v)+~u2 ((u 1 u2 )v) =O. Relations (4) and (5) imply~u2 ((u1u2)v) = 
O. Therefore /3u2{u1v} =O and {3 =O. By using relation (12) we obtain ó =O, and 
relation (11) implies a= O. Then we bave (**) 'YUV + 17u2u1 + 9u2(u1v) =O. 

Multiplying e••) by V and by using V2 = {O} and relations (10} and (4) we 
obtain 17v( u2 u1) = O and 17 = O. Finally, multiplying (**) by u~ and by using Tf = O, 
relations (4) and {1) imply 7(uv)ui =O and 'Y= O. Thus dimK(U) ~ 6. 

On theother hand {v,u2 ,ui,u(u1v)) is a linearly independent subset ofV. In 
fact if av + /3u2 +;u~+ óu(u1v) = O then multiplying this relation by u1u2 and 
using relation (5), (4) and (I) we obtain at1(u1u2) + ó(u(u1v)){u1u2) =O. 

R.elation (10) together with (3), (9) and (1) imply (u(u1v)(u1u2) =O. Then 
av(u 1u2 ) =O and a= O. 

Multiplying {3u2 + -rui + óu(u1v) = O by u1v and by using relations (1), (10) 
and (8) we bave f3u2(u1v) =O and f3 =O. 

Now multiplying -yui +6u(u1v) =O by u1 then relations (1), (3) and (10) imply 
6ui(uv) =O then ó =O. Finally 1u~ =O, then 1' =O. Thus dimK(V) 2: 4. 

Therefore if A is non qua.si-ortbogonal then dimK(A) 2: 11. • 
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Tbeorem 2.3 There exists only one non quasi-orthogonal Bernstein Jordan 
algebra o/ dimension 11 

Proof: Let A= Ke$ U ffi V , U=< UQ, ••• ,u5 >,V=< v0 , ••• , v3 >be an algebra 
wit.h the following multiplication table: e2 =e, eu¡ = ~u¡, i =O, ... ,51 u5 =vi. 

UoUt = -!v1 - !v2, U()U3 = V3, U{)Vo =U<;?, UOt.12 = "•· U()V3 = -!us, ui = VJ, U¡lJ2 = 
-VJ, UfVO = u3, U¡V1 = U4, U¡V3 = !us, tJ.:!t.12 = us, U3V1 = U5, U4tl() = -us, ali other 
products being zero. Moreover A is a baric aJgebra with weight homomorphism 
w: A - K defined by w(e} = 1, w(u;) =O, w(vj) =O, i = 0, ... ,5 and j =O, ... ,3 
and for every x E A, x3 = w(x)x2• Then A is a Bernstein-Jordan algebra. Finally, 
since uHt1ovo) = 11:2(Uovo) = 'll2li'l = u5 -=FO, A is non quasi-orthogonal. 

Next we give the way of built this algebra. 
If dimK(U) = 6 and dimK(V) = 4, then the proof of Theorem 2.2 implies 

{v, u2 ,u~1 u(u1v)} and {u, u1,uv,u1v,u2u¡,u2(u1v)} are ha.sis of V and U respec
tively. Let us consider the elements uu1 E V and uu~ E U. Then 

uu1 = av+{3u2 +¡u~+ óu(u¡v) (13) 

uu~ = w+ (u1 + quv + Ou1v + Au2u1 +¡.m2(u1t1) (14) 

First we shall prove that >. # O. In fact if >. = O, then multiplying (14) by 
u2 and by using relations (1) , (4) and (6) we ha.ve O = (u2u1 + 8u2(u1v). Since 
{u2u11 u2(u 1v)} is a linearly independent subset of U we have (=O and O= O. 
Therefore 

uu~ = eu + 17uv + µ.u2 (u1v) (15) 

Multiplying (15) by u 1 and by using relations (3) and {9) we obtain 

O= euu, + 17(uv)u1 (16) 

Now multiplying (16) by u, using relation.s (10) and (4) and that {u2ui. u2(u111)} 
is a linearly independent subset of U we obtain e = 17 = O and uu~ = µu2(u1t1). 
Multiplying this relation by v and by using relations (4) and (6) we obtain {uuDv == 
O i.e. uHuv) =O, a contadiction. Therefore A# O. 

Next we shall prove that we can choose >. = l. 
In fact, by setting U.\= Au we have u.\# O, {u.\ , u1, u.\v, u1v, u'iu1, ui(u1v)} and 

{v, u'i , u~, u.\(u 1v)} are basis of U and V respect ively. Moreover relations (13) and 
(14) become 

(17) 

UAui = WA + A(u1 + f1UAV + A8u1v + ulu1 + ¡ul(u¡v) (18) 

Now we shall prove that e = 17 =O = µ = ( = a =O. 
Mult iplying (17) by u11 replacing x = UA, y= z = u1 in relation (10) together 

wit h rela tion (3) imply -~u.\u~ = a Avu1 + q u¡ u1 - ó(u1(u.\v))u1. ~ow multi
plying by ul and by using rela tions (4), (1) and (5) we have O = a A(ttu¡)u'i -
ó(u1(u.\tt)u¡)u¡. 
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Since UV s;;; U and U2 ~ V, relation.s (10), (4) and (1) implY (u1(u,1,v)ui)ul = 
-i{uY(u,1,v))ul = i(u(>.)2(u,1,v))u~ = -!(vu1}uy = O. Thell c;t(t1u1)ul = O i.e. 
CttJ(u1u2) =O and a= O. Thus 

u,1,u1 = ~ul + -y>.u~ + 6u,1,(urv) 

Multiplying (19) by u,1, and by using UV f;; U and relation (10) we have 

- ~ulu1 = -y>.u,1,u~ - ~6ul(u¡t1} 

(19) 

(20) 

Replacing (18) in relation (20) and by using {u,1, 1ui,u,1,v,u 1v,ulu1,u1{u1t1)} a 
linearly independent subset of U we have O = € = ( = 71 == 8, -4 = ;>., and 
-yµ = 46. Then µ = ->.6 and 

(21) 

u,1,u~ = ulu1 - 6ul(u1v) (22) 

Multiplying relation (22) by v and by using relations ( 4) and (6) we obtain 
(u.1.uDv = (ului)t1 and 

u~(u,1,t1} = ul(u1t1) (23) 

Now multiplying (19) by u1 and by using relations (1), (10) and (3) we have 
-!u.1.uY = ~u(>.)2u1+l6uY{u,1,t1). Therefore relations (22) and (23) imply -!uiu1 = 

~ulu1. Then ~ = -! and 

u,1,u1 = -~ul - ~u~+ 6u,1,(u 1t1) 

Finally by setting u= u,1, we have 

uu 1 = -~u2 - ~u~+ 6u(u1v) 

(24) 

(25) 

Next we prove tbat a1ways it is possible to find elements u, u 1 E U and v E V 
satisfying Proposition 2.1 and (u+ u1)2 =O. Ir (u+ u1)2 =FO Jet us c.onsider the 
elements u' = u - 6uv and u~ = U¡ - 26U¡'V. Then (u'+ u'¡} 2 = O if and only if 
(u+ u1) 2 = 6u(u1v), but this is true because uu1 = !((u+ u 1) 2 - u2 - u~) and we 
use relation (25). Moreover the elements u', u 1 and v satisfy Proposition 2.1. 

Thus 

uu 1 = -~u2 - ~u~ (26) 

Now if A= Ke@ U@ V, identifying Uo =u, t'2 = ut1, u3 = u111, u4 = u2u¡, 
u5 = u2 (u1v}i tJo = v, v1 =u2 ,112 = uY, and 113 = u(u1v) we have the algebra given 
at the beginning of the proof of this Theorem. • 

In a forthc.oming paper the same authors study orthogonality in Weak Bernstein 
Jordan algebras which are not baric algebras. 
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